SmartConnect
SmartConnect is now available for Magento 2. SmartConnect allows you to actively support your
webshop’s checkout with the collection and delivery options your clients want from you. The module
has been built entirely in accordance with the Magento 2 standards.

Checkout support
With SmartConnect, you can connect your carriers directly from Magento 2 to your webshop, and you can determine
which shipping options (and costs) you wish to have displayed in the checkout. You can see all your carriers’
collection points together in the checkout, so that your client can choose which carrier they wish the package to be
delivered by. For each collection point, the client sees the relevant carrier’s logo. It is also possible to show in your
checkout which carriers or collection points are not connected by way of Transsmart. These may include your own
shops or collection orders, for example.
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If you wish, you can enter the transport costs for each shipping option. This can be done on a fixed price basis, on the
basis of Magento table rates, or on the basis of your transport contract, so that the exact shipping costs are displayed.

Collection & delivery points
SmartConnect is integrated seamlessly into the Magento sales and shipments menu. The configuration makes it possible to define the collection & delivery options per store view. This allows you to actively support the checkout with
information about collection points, opening hours and shipping costs.
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Drawing up, booking and printing shipment notes
In the Sales module, individual or batch orders can be processed into shipment notes in just a couple of clicks. Shipment notes are made and can be booked and printed immediately if necessary. This means you can easily amend the
shipment before the label is printed. Partial deliveries and return orders can also be set up in Magento 2.

Track & Trace
The Track & Trace information is retrieved at the time the booking is made available in Magento 2 so that it can be
sent to your clients via Magento standards. If necessary, Transsmart can also send the Track & Trace email to your
clients. The Track & Trace link and status feedback for every shipment is available in Magento 2 at all times.
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The advantages
The Magento module is available in two versions. The first version contains the checkout support, and the second
version, the supplementary module, supports the connection with carriers and allows shipments to be booked and
printed immediately.
Advantages of the checkout module
Seamless integration of shipment options in your checkout
You determine which collection and delivery options your clients can use
You determine what costs the client pays per shipping option
Collection and delivery options are defined per store view
All collection points for dozens of carriers in a single, clear view
Option to add your own collection points (shops)
Simple integration with your ERP system possible for processing your orders
Advantages of the supplementary module
Book and print orders with just a few clicks
Shipments can be changed right up until the label has been printed
Shipments can be booked and printed in bulk
Partial delivery and returns easily created
Status of shipments can always be displayed
Several users with their own printers can be connected
Full integration with other Transsmart products is possible, including SmartTrack and SmartLabel

Further information and/or questions?
Please feel free to contact our Transsmart experts.

